Efﬁciency
and
Sustainability
with Digital Reliability
Centered Maintenance
SM

Make the shift from reactive to preventative to predictive
by migrating your asset management practice to the
next generation of solutions. Enterprise asset
management (EAM) covers assets across departments,
locations, facilities and supporting business functions,
elevating your asset management to a powerful
predictive solution.

Digital Reliability Centered Maintenance (DRCM)SM
Through DRCMSM, c5mi helps businesses shift maintenance from
reactive and preventative to condition based-predictive
monitoring. DCRM is delivered through three main cloud-based
SAP application tools:

Asset Intelligence
Network (AIN)
Equipment Register
Asset Tracking
OEM Documentation

Predictive
Maintenance &
Services (PdMS)
Condition Monitoring
Maintenance Optimization
Predictive Maintenance

Asset Strategy &
Performance
Management (ASPM)
Maintenance Strategy and Planning
Risk and Life Cycle
Failure Modes

The Beneﬁts of
Enterprise Asset
Management
With the power of real-time data driving
your organizational growth, you can:

Reduce maintenance costs and increase asset
availability utilizing embedded tools to perform
RCM and FMEA analysis
Communicate and network with equipment
manufacturers in real time for latest asset information
Visualize health status of all assets along with
reliability analytics and anomaly detection
Link equipment sensors and data streams into one
common system - a holistic picture
Build a criticality and failure mode based maintenance
strategy delivering improved cost, safety and
environmental performance

Enterprise asset management with c5mi produces
signiﬁcant business beneﬁts built on a solid foundation of
operational intelligence and technology.

Why c5mi?
YASH Technologies is a leading technology services and outsourcing
partner for global companies that brings the management and
operational technology consultancy of c5mi to manufacturing
organizations all over the world.
We have extensive experience:

Optimizing IT
management

Maximizing your return
on investment

Utilizing expertise to
connect factories and
supply chains

Building world-class
manufacturing and
supply chain processes

Building the foundation of
successful business
transformation

Leading businesses and
leveraging technology to drive
superior business results

Merging people,
processes and
technology

No matter where you are on your business
journey, we provide the live, dynamic business
analytics that deliver visibility and insight into
your business. Our team of experts are the
foundation that enables real-time decision
making that maximizes the success of your
digital supply chain and manufacturing teams.

